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Next student health center director:

may be named today by M acfar
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by Paul Boothby
An interim director to succeed the late Dr.
Charles M. Yost as head of the student health
center may be named this afternoon, Dean of
%
Students Thomas G. Macfarlane said
Macfarlane
said the interim director

(The center does not now have a director.
Center Dr. Diliman F. Ziegler served as acting
director during Yost’s two-month illness only.)
Macfarlane explained last week the criteria he
used in choosing a new director. A key criterion
was acceptability to the center's doctors.
Acceptance crucial
“It’s important that the new director be acby the medical staff itself,” Marfarlane
Then
said. ‘Unless there can be no agreement.
them.”
on
director
a
impose
we'd have to
He expressed hope that agreement would be
e.
Dr. Car! L. Tuck
Health

Center

Dr. Dillman F. Ziegler
director ?
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Feliciano backs

HSU may sue agent

Feliciano
Jose
entertainer
canceled his Dec. 2 concert here.

“I'm going to file suit as soon
as I have time,” Jim Crump,
CPB coordinator, said Monday.
The small claims court suit will
ask ‘‘out-of-pocket”’ expenses
from Feliciano’s agent. The
action is to be against the agent,
not Feliciano.
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reason
for foul-up
The reason for the information
foul-up is the complex process
a
appearances.
Levy explained the process:
ONE:
contract
(CPB).”
TWO:
and send

in
interested Bias

only smoulders
What appeared last week to be a
the use of firearms by campus peace
smouldering

controversy over
is now only

mittee, Chief of Police Art Vanderklis said, yesterday.
has only five
that
meeting,

through that agency. We dont | qNarman ©, Love, Ces tat Callan a ent five
booking

come

to break off relations

E
:

HSU’s

Firearms issue

“The agent draws up a
and sends it to us
“We read it and sign it
it back to the agent.”

THREE: ‘‘He then sends it to
the
entertainer’s
personal
agent.”

FOUR:

“It is signed and the

CPB is sent a copy.”

telegram recovered
On Nov. 15 the CPB received a
telegram from Rich Emler,
Famous
agent for

vacated

J. Lozanoof Manteca, Calif., for $6,60u.

for the freeway right of way and left
standing vacant all year, will hopefully
help to ease the housing shortage next
year. The building was sold on bid to T.

ways said Lozano plans to move the
building to a lot south of campus.

The HSC

some
were more profitable.”

Plaza Apartments,

A spokesman for the Division of High-
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Mixed enrollment fails

Art class for Native Americans only
photograph
any of it because of
ty museum policy.

done some work on the canoes
himself.
“It’s a learning thing for me.:
The more exposure I get, the
better I am for having gotten it.
It’s fun, but I don’t ever thinkI
could make
a canoe,” said Tripp.
The long range plan is to make
the class a permanent
part of the
art program.
“T would like to see them hire a
full time Indian to teach the

herbs as dyes. But we haven't

any money

to pay her,” said

information collected will
be used in the class, ‘“‘but what
Humboldt will do with it beyond

able to

display in the Clark Museum in
Eureka, but Anderson and Tripp
have not been allowed tn hair and
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Our Frank Advice
to Young People ona
Tight Budget:
Stick to your budget! Don't
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Diamond rings
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If we are proud to sell a Diamond
set to you—you can be proud to
wear it—regardless of price.
We are reliable jewelers who will
give you the best advice, the best
value, and the best guarantee—

regardless of how much money
you'll spend.
So, make your dream come true!
We'll sell you a beautiful Diamond
set well within your budget!

It’s not too late for Christmas—
but come in soon!
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Indian people were

want

used
book,”
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Tripp
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things, touch and

We

Indian people up here can see the
designs and incorporate them
into their own work,” said Tripp.
Tripp would like to see a
movie
made showing Yurok basketry.
There are a few movies which
were made by the University of
California
at Berkeley. Making a
Yurok bow and arrow, basketry
and how to make a wooden box in
the method used by the coastal
Pacific Northwest Indians.
Money to pay for speakers
ana
supplies
is dwindling.
own yarn
“We would like to have a lady
from Ferndale who is a Navajo
rug weaver
come up. She spins
all of her own yarn from poodle

69 2 69

costumes.

couldn’t be
movie or a
Another
recorded by

OE OCG

Indians
not gone
“Many people think Indians
are gone, that the only thing left
is what is in the museums. But
we're not gone. We still use those
those things — baskets and dance
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Sugar-toothed bandits escape
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The Editor's viewpoint

Culture center

plans backwards
The time has come to take a long, critical, logical
and calm

look at the proposals

for the

Intercultural

Center.
The plans and work on the center seem to have been
started at the wrong point—putting the cart before the
horse, to use an old cliche.
A golden opportunity seemed to present itself when

the Lutheran church at 14 and D Streets was bought
by the state for the freeway

right

campus

price.

of way.

A new,

modern building could be purchased and moved on
at a very

reasonable

Everything seemed to be going smoothly. President
Cornelius Siemens, anxious to have one of the first
campus Intercultural centers in the state, quickly
organized a drive to find a space on campus and to

begin the solicitation of funds from many sources.
The drive was derailed last week, however, when
Robert Lake, assistant to the vice president for
academic affairs, ended eight months of work on the
plans for the center and dropped

his support.

Lake’s decision came after Black and Chicano
students at a Third World meeting voiced their
opinion that the center would become a ghetto area on
campus.
Lake had seen the center as an entrance to the
university.

Here is where the problem is—it could be either
one.
During the hustle and bustle of plans for the Intercultural Center, no one took the time to write down
and pian the goals, objectives and working operation
of the center.
Of course, everyone probably had vague ideas on
how the center would function—or perhaps they had
very definite ideas.
The fact is, those ideas were never fully developed

and presented to the Third World, which would have a
great deal of interest in the center, or to the student
body as a whole, which was to be asked to give $15,000
of its savings to the construction of an Intercultural
Center.
We cannot take a stand on an Intercultural Center
now because we can see circumstances under which it
might
be a ghetto area, or it could just as easily be an
“entrance to the university.’
The time has come to take a long, critical, logical
information on what the spirit of the center will be
orn just the structural plans before a decision is
made.
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Clam rape?
Editor:
On Nov. 19 I witnessed
six able-

of Luffenholtz Beach. Through a
cloud
of flying rocks, sand, plants
and animals,
I was able to hold a
of these

completed

(a restaurant,

rath-

In amanner
of great restraint I
tried
to reason
with
this

Lumberjack

0

really care, but there is a
majority of non-smokers who
prefer not to smell smoke,
ESPECIALLY
when eating.
Therefore I ask you to have
respect and consideration for
these people, and to please
channel your desires to other
places. (Remember,
there is still
a restaurant and a rathskeller
where you CAN eat and smoke.
(By the way, I’ve talked of
cigarettes,
this does apply to pipe
and cigar smokers
also.)
Non-smokers: don’t be afraid
to ask for what has been offered
to you. Stand up (so to speak) for
your rights as a free breather. It
is upon you (and smokers
alike )
to govern this room. Every
smoker I talked to said that if
asked politely would
put out his
cigarette.
Ideally I'd like to think that no
enforcementis necessary,

rectors said that they do not have
the time or money to have a ‘‘non-

Ane Marte Thompecn

ARTIST
Linda Hawkes

Mike Jenkins

BUSINESS MANAGER
Jerry Steiner

sks

PHOTOGRAPHER

aes

EDITOR

smoking

u
E ilHL ij

COPY

MANAGING EDITOR
Paul Brisse

Gut

EDITOR
Valerie Ohaalaa

operations. He did express an
appreciation of the idea.
Thus, for this to work (and
why), I make two appeals:
Smokers: most of you are not
aware of the ability of cigarette
smoke to travel. Just because

ADVISER
Heward Seemann

Smoke
Published weekly by the Associated Student Body and the Journalism De
tment of California State University, Humboldt, Arcata, 9552). Phone 826 |
271. Office, Bariow House $9.

Opinions expressed on the editorial page or in signed articies are those of
the Lumberjack or the writer and do not necessarily refiect the views of the
Assoiceted Students of the college.

screen

ones lips aren’t on that cigarette,

Editor:
Ina few days from now the new

section to the Student Union will
be

completely

opened.

One

aspect of the Union that has not
been publicized,
success depends

yet
upon

monitor’
chasing
down.
The head of the food service for
the Union, ‘‘Smokey’’ Holmstrom, said that his
are not officially responsible for
controling the smoking farther
than offering no ash trays and not
preventing an employe for doing

whose
prior-

| opening publication is that there

it doesn’t mean that they aren't
receiving a good amount of what
it has to offer. Fresh air is a
valuable commodity, and those of
us from Southern California are
aware of that. But smog from a

car, a lumber mill, or a cigarette
is still foul smelling air.
It is true that some people don’t

people

will voluntarily

that

respect

the air of others in this room at

least. In the more realistic
view
that people will do what they can
get away with, I request help in
seeing
that they don’t.

Gary Coyne

Guns for police
Editor:
I could not help but write to you
and report the following. I almost
fell out of my recliner chair
laughing at the remarks of Dr.
Householder. To quote, ‘‘I can see

where they might have guns
locked up in their headquarters
and go get them when they need
them.”’

If the officers happens to see a
man attacking a coed or a prof’s
wife and the attacker puts a gun
on the officer, then the officers
should say “Just wait a few

(Continued on page 5)
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Opinion
Student government unworkable

SLC: ‘crux of problem’
Editor

Student government is totally
unworkable in its present form.
Wesley Chesbro said on this
page three weeks ago that the
problem was that the Student
Legislative Council (SLC) has
been taken over by physical

t the student body.
The crux of the problemis
current representative-at-large
structure of SLC in which

ly

group SLC members are usually
voting their personal ideals,
whims or prejudice with no idea
ot who they are representing.
HSU is simply too big for the
present system of student
government and it's time to look
for a better way.
The most logical and practical
method
of
making
SLC
representation
proportional
would be to divide the SLC
representatives among the six
schools, with the larger schools
having two representatives.
The SLC could remain the
same size and perhaps the school
with the highest percentageof
members voting would receive
an extra seat. The details are not
important now.
Advantageous system
This system could have a
number
of advantages:
ONE: The SLC
ve
would have a definite constituency
to face on the basis of

be

THREE: SLC could no longer
dominated by one special

FOUR: Elections would only
have to be held once a year, as
school SLC representatives could
be elected for a one-year term at
the same time as ASB executive
officers are elected.
FIVE: SLC would be a more
effective and consistent body
because one-third of the council
be leaving each

Awareness goal of ethnic classes.
of

awareness,

making

student

government

ve of the entire

Eight students have been
honored for their campus work
with induction into the Green
and
Gold Key, senior men and
women’s honorary society.
The new members are: Paul
Brisso,
journalism;
Chloe
Damus, theater arts; Dennis
Knuckles, wildlife; Ann Merklin,
biology;
Valerie
Ohanian,
journalism; Roger Schroeder,
natural resources; James Smith,
business;

and

mathematics.
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Systems

American

Movements
Education

(Jack Norton).
Also being offered winter
quarter is Wildlife 100, taught by
Jim Kopelin. It will focus on
Native American's ethics and
perspective on conservation.
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--Introduction
to
American
Culture

minutes here while I run back

(Jack

Studies (Jose Bottins).

(Bill Richardson).

Vote

Students win honor

Americans

-Introduction

TWO: The
would probably try to find the
representatives

Another drawback to the
representative-at-large system,
for the non-interest
group member winning election,
is that there is no one the SLC
member must face and justify his
vote to. Thus, these non-interest

Native

Norton).
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Central characters Joel Rogo as Sir Littlechap and

Linda Fossi as Evie sing a duet near the conclusion of

_ the play ‘Stop the World, | Want to Get off.’’ The play

_—will be staged again this weekend.

_our?

o

nigt

this

Members of the costuming crew work

every

to finish the sewing of costumes for the

Saturday,

cast members. The play will be staged

i

v

wth matinee

Friday and Saturday ¢

Photos by
Mike Jenkins
Cast members practice a scene in one of the
numerous rehearsals required for one of the Sequoia

Masque productions.

Wendy Hindley
symbolic
rel,
begianing of ‘’

play

follows

throughout his

¢
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et

‘d work, on and back

lage, required for
_ Students

0 “Stop the World’
Patty Hume, who plays a daughter of Sir Littlechap,
applies makeup prior to the first dress rehearsal of
the production.

a

y

owe?

o

nigt

this

i

week

through

rday, wth matinee performances
ay and Saturday afternoon.

Stage Manager Paul Mobley, left, and Rich Woods
work on the construction of the stage settings. Hours
of work by persons other than the cast goes into a
production.

Wendy Hindley and Rogo exchange a
symbolic
relationship
near
the
begianing of ‘‘Stop the World.’ The

play

follows

the

throughout his life.

central

character
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Football exits,

wrestling opens
With the passing of the football
season the sound of leather and

new rules, teams will receive one

point for each

victory

in dual
:

meets.

Looking at this year’s

squad,

Cheek cited a number of grapplers to watch for.
Returning to this year’s team is
year was rated third in the nation
in his weight division, and first in
California.
New wrestlers

The team has also acquired the
plers have a good shot at the 1972-

alone.

The

Lum-

Two HSU wrestlers tangle on the mat
struggling for a pin. With the close of

contact sports attraction

for athletic

fans.

McBride tops defense

+

i:

li

if

football, wrestling takes over as the top

shoulder separations, and
=
Jim Woodward to the
u.

heavyweight
wrestler
quit
halfway
h the conference.
In _ spite
all that, the
wrestlers still managed to finish
third in the FWC with a 19-2-1

Curt
McBride,
a_
senior
linebacker from McKinleyville,

has captured defensive player of
the year honors in
Western Conference.

One thing that will not change
for Cheek and his squad is the
importance of winning the FWC
championship.
“The world rewards a winner,”
he said. ‘If we can’t win it, it’s a

bad year.”

the

Far

In a vote of coaches, McBride
and six Lumberjack teammates
bagged spots on the All-F
WC first
team

Senior tackle Jim Dolcini
joined McBride on the defensive
team while the offensive squad
was monopolized by five HSU

players.

Backfield honors
Junior run- senior
ning back Joe Stender shared
backfield
honors with UC Davis
runner Jim Allen and quarterback Bob Biggs, the nations
leading small college passer.
Biggs’ favorite target, Tay
Thompson
led the balloting for
the wide receiver positions but
Humboldt’s Mike Bettiga was
close behind with Alameda’s
Rich Baker grabbing
the tight

guard

Grant

ong, Pet center R.W. Hicks and

Give a gift certificate for a Palm Reading

&
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Mrs.
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Come
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health

or

problems.

Berbera is the seventh-born daughter of a famous Pekistenian spiritualist
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Olympic vets pace swimmers
by Kurt Stender
Being a successful elitist, rightwing, sexist, male oe
is not

as

easy

as it

lo ks.

Sometimes, a great deal of effort
is needed.
For example, it is difficult to
maintain the proper air of
swaggering

while

male

watching

superiority

in

slackjawed

awe the grueling workouts of two

superb HSU swimmers, both
former Olympic performers and
both unquestionably female.
Linda Gustavson, 22, a physical

education graduate student and
Kathleen

Seidel,

also 22 and

a

junior psychology major, are now
busy

monopolizing

women’s

record

the

book.

HSU

In days

gone by, both toiled for Uncle
Sam in the Olympic games.

Gustavson earned her trip to
Mexico City in 1968 as a product

of the famous Santa Clara Swim
Club and its little old champion
maker, George Haines.
A Santa Cruz native, Linda
broke into
late
in life at 12. Today,

12 year-old swim-

mers are already national
champions doing razor blade
commercials.
Gustavson strikes bonanza

In Mexico City, only six years
later,

Gustavson

struck

a

bonanza, capturing a bronze
medal in the 100 meter freestyle,
a silver in the 400 meter

the relay in the qualifying heats,
with the faster girls taking over
in the finals.
Instead, she sat and watched. It
was too much for a 14-year-old to
handle. After the Olympics, she
uit.
’ “I was so disillusioned,” she
recalls, ‘‘that I just couldn’t see
spending four more years of work
just to take a chance on it happening again.

4. apeteniaalygreat great career

At 14, a potentially

was over before it got started.
The scars ran deep.
“It’s taken me eight years to
get back in a pool,’’ she said. ‘‘I
could swim in a river or a lake,
but I just couldn’t gc‘ in a pool.”
Despite her shattering experience and the recent debacle
in Munich, Kathy and her more
renown

teammate,

Gustavson,

both believe there is hope for the
Olympics.
Beautiful thing

“There is a beautiful
between
the
athletes,"’
remembers Linda. “They may
speak different languages, but
they’re all just people.

“The Olympics are supposed to
be for the athletes. There is too
much politics involved. Things

have to be changed.”

Linda
also
thinks
the
nationalistic medal ceremonies
and medal standings should also
be removed.
“The Olympics should be a
beautiful experience,’’ says
Kathy. ‘‘I hope they aren't

factor, especially in
;
“It’s great to have some
competition,” said Kathy. ‘It’s
no fun having the United States
sweeping ist, 2nd and 3rd in

HSU‘s women’s swimming team has
two former Olympic swimmers on its
and the 200-yard freestyle
(2:15.1). She also holds one-

yeard butterfly (14.1), the 50
yard butterfly (31.0) and a
quarter of three relay team
marks, the 100-yard medley relay
(1:01.5), the 200-yard medley
relay (2:08.9) and the 200-yard
freestyle relay.
Gustavson credits her parents
with a great deal of her success.
“They were really neat,” she
said. ‘‘My father usedto drive me
40 miles each way every day to
practice, but they never pushed
me. I was on my own. That way,
~ have
to really enjoy it to keep
at

it.”’.

At 22, when most swimmers
have hung it up, she’s still at it.
For her the experience has been
rewarding.

nesiiy
entomteing
ly inthed and
swimming ions
has
become fun again (besides being

a great way to keep in shape).
HSU, chavanist pigs and all, is
glad to have them both.

freestyle
relay.
lender ae, deo wesin Ge ble
time

It was too early. Seidel and
some of her teammates
ran afoul
of some
hassle which
she doesn't
like to rehash.

Thusfar, the two have sparked
the
Lumberjacks
to
two
resounding dual meet wins over

Correction
students

on

HSU’s

It is enough to say that, without
a hearing, Seidel was singled out
and barred from swimming. As
an alternate,
would have at

!
:|
:]
!
°
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Last week's Lumberjack said
team were told to keep individual meal costs under $3.
The story should have said that
students were told to keep their

No more swimming

roster this year. Records for the team
have already begun to fall.

)

a
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Students may untie
many freeway knots
Knotted freeway intersections
may

be untied by students

this

Haunted by the prospect of
having myriad unnecessary
y on-+ramps, off-ramps,
traffic lights and safety hazards
in Arcata, HSU’s Humboldt Tomorrow
plans
to
present
modified freeway plans to the
California Division of Highways
on Dec. 4.

Humboldt Tomorrow is a
volunteer group of students
donating its energy to environmental planning.

That includes planning city
bike ways, pedestrian routes and

road studies.

Lay,

HSU _

senior

engineering major, said Sunday
that the present plans cut down
freeway area, provide less traffic

interchanges and allow ‘freer
flow of traffic.”
Over passes are relocated in
his plans.
Lay said the state right of way
provision makes it possible to
increase

the

Off ramps at the 13th street
overcrossing

would

ac-

commodate students leaving the
a

from

the south end,

he

The Sunset Avenue intersection
would be moved north, he said.
Less on-ramps would be at this
intersection, and a slip ramp

proposed by the state would be
eliminated in his plans.

Lay added that there will be a
bike and
freeway
crossing

at

the

Sunset

in-

tersection.

Susan Guerra, Humboldt Tomorrow vice president,
said last
week the modified plans will
include all changes made in the
freeway
plans since April.
Martin

his plans. This would afford a
straighter route through town, he
said. Eleventh and 13th St. would
become one-way streets.

freeway

to

eight

lanes. He said his plans insure
that the freeway doesn’t reach
eight lanes by cutting the planned
freeway width by about 30 feet.
He added that this 30 foot
freeway margin could be planted
and landscaped to add aesthetic
qualities and possibly to cut down
on freeway noise.

An

overpass

near

Redwood

Avenue, Lay said, would provide
a route from Spear Avenue to the
frontage road and then to the
campus.
Because
of the need for an

Day Care Center gets federal funds
HSU’s

said last week.

additional railroad overpass, Lay
said, the Division of Highways

might consider the Redwood Ave.
plans a bit ‘‘far fetched.”
Guerra added that if the Division of Highways acts on any of
Humboldt Tomorrow's proposal,

construction could possibly begin
in three or four months.
She commented that if the
Division of Highways keeps its

2 |
We con tune it, adjust it.

tg-rubber ordustit,

@

And we li pick it up and deliver

According to Toon, the center
employs four state-certified

Guerra said a mock-up of
Humboldt Tomorrow's freeway
plans is on display in Room 107 in
the natural resources building.
Guerra said the mock-up consists
of a topographical-contoured
model of what the freeway will
look like.
Dr. Rudolf Becking, adviser for

teachers, of whom she is one. A

7

it

Smitty's

half-time social worker is also on

822-3873

the staff, as are four work-study

-

e
e

10th ond G

students.

) across from the Arcote Theater

About 30 children between the

‘»

PPP

q

= J

ata

Humboldt Tomorrow and Arcata
City Councilman, said there is
still work to be done on the model.

Volunteer

help,

he

said,

needed.

is
4

gerordmars,

1620 G Sweet, Arcata
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{We're offering students of Humboldt State and College of the Redwoods
10% off* anything they buy at the Hitch'n Post, the finest in western
apparcl. Open seven days a week at 3008 South |
:
A
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We accept Master Charge/BankAmericard.
1
*Except fair traded merchandise.
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oe

hopes.eventually to open an infant care section for children
— 30 monthsto 2% years, Toon

said. The center also receives
about $3,000 in federal workstudy funds.
In all, federal funds account for
about three-quarters of the
center’s approximately $40,000
yearly budget, Toon said.
Most of the remaining budget—
about $11,000—is paid by the StuLegislative Council, Toon

Slide controls

Western’ ' Auto

—

from 7:45 a.m. to 5:15 p.m. and

The grant covers the fiscal
year beginning last July 1, Toon

present plans, construction could
begin in January.

at 14th St. is moved to 13th St. in

AVMNOIN

the center, Toon said. Except for
three, they are the children of
HSU students, staff or faculty.
The center is open weekdays

the federal government, acting
acting director Sarah S. Toon

Lay said the planned overpass

ah

ages of 2% and 6 are enrolled in

child Day Care Center

has received a $26,000 grant from
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X-ray spectrometer
is gift for HSU
An

instrument

measure

air

or

that

will

water

con-

Alps boundaries to be redefined
A public hearing on a US.
Forest Service plan to redefine
the boundaries of the Salmon-

welOVaetag”

tamination,
identify
trace
elements,
determine
alloy
content or identify scrap metals
has been given to HSU by the
Redwood Research Institute.

The hearing is to begin at 9
a.m.
in
Redding’s
Civic
Auditorium.
Conservationists claim the
government’s plan would trim

Called an X-Ray spectrometer,
the $18,270 instrument takes a
sample and measures the special
characteristics

of

the

the existing primitive area

about 24,000 acres, Goran enee

262,000 acres.
Conservationists, lead by the

Sierra Club, has asked the Forest

Service to increase the existing

primitive area to about 600,000

acres
The

primitive area is located

northwest of Weaverville, Calif.

Christmas SPECIALS at

rays

emitted. These are projected on
the screen of a cathode ray.
The spectrometer will be used
for both student instruction and
for water and air pollution
studies by county authorities.

The instru
willmen
be usedt by

physics

seniors

projects and
radiology.

for

8 track Car Player $29%5

thesis

instruction

in

8 track Deck for use with your present

The Redwood Research Institute
is
a
non-profit
organization interested in the
advancement of science. Fred P.
Cranston, HSU physics professor,
is the president of the institute's

HSU’s new X-ray spectrometer, a gift worth over
$18,000 was given to the university’s physics department by the Redwood Research Institute earlier this
year. .
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Ma
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General Insurance

Companies

940 Mth St., Arcata
822-0396
And that's just the beginning.
Since the language barrier constitutes
the preponderate difficulty in succeeding at a foreign school, the Euromed
program also includes an intensive
8-12 week medical and conversational
language course, mandatory for all
students. Five hours daily, the course
is given in the country where the student wil! attend medica! school
In addition, the European Medical
Students Placement Service provides
students with an 8-12 week intensive
cultural orientation course, with American students now studying medicine
in that particular
counselors

country

serving

as

Senior or graduate students currently
enrolled in an American university are
eligible to participate in the Euromed
program

For application and further
information,

phone

toll free,

(800) 645-1234
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Food stamp plan

, HSU police guns .

procedures
for purchasing
food stamps may
come in January, Rosemary
Beckwith, supervisor of the
Eureka office, said last week.
Students and others on the

In a memorandum

Wednesday

Drama, “Stop the World, I Want to Get Off,” 8:30
;
p.m. in the Studio Theater, Language Arts
General admission. $1.50: $1 with ASB card.

8:30 p.m.

Center. Tickets are 75 cents, on sale at the bookstore
and at the door.
’
Thursday

stamps at local post offices, she

night shifts.

“] personally feel it is too much to expect a man to work
alone and perform police or security functions unarmed,” he
“My request for additional manpower if honored will
removed at least one of these hazards.”

.

Sequoia

Theater,

to

8:30 p.m.

Drama, “Stop the World, I Want to Get off,” Studio
Theater.

manner in which stamps

8:30 p.m.

Film, “Reefer Madness,” University Center.

Beckwith said, except that
students will have to have the
ATP card along with their food
stamp identification card when
they buy stamps.
A new card will be mailed for
each month an individual is
certified to receive stamps.
will not
Certification
change,
she said.
In January, details with post
offices from Orick to Garberville
may be worked
out. Food stamps
may be

8:15 p.m.

Symphony Orchestra concert, Sequoia Theater.

The
are bought will remain the same,

no officers will be working alone duinrg evening and mid-

concert,

——

poche card (ATP) begilig

Vanderklis said he is requesting three additional officers so

Orchestra

8:15. p.m.

will be mailed an a

atacce igen eulwaiiaaan

in the University

Film, “Reefer Madness,”

8:30 p.m.

program may be able to get their

received yesterday, Chief Vanderklis

said, ‘The University Police Department is formally with-

gr

Campus calendar

changes possible

ree.

. Friday

Drma, “Stop the World, I Want to Get Off,”’ regular

4:45

and matinee perfromance, Studio Theater.

and
8:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

Film, “Reefer Madness,” University Center.

Saturday
4:45
Drama, “Stop the World, I Want to Get Off,”
and
8:30 p.m. regular and matinee performance, Studio Theater.

advertisement
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an Ferd ¢deet comune
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